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STAYING SAFE ONLINE





- Learn new things with online courses,

- Play video games,

- Watch video,

- Listening to music,

- Watch movies or TV shows,

. Chat with people you know,

- Using social networks,

- Stay up to date on the latest news,

- Limit the time you spend on the internet,

- Beware of stangers.

- Buy and pay online with your credit card,
- Carry out financial transactions on web pages without https

- Purchase non EC-approved baby items or clothing,
- Buying medicines on the internet,
- Access the internet without antivirus,
- Connect to pubblic, free wifi networks,
- Use short and always the same passwords,
- Giving personal information,
- Opening unexpected email attachments,
- Click randomly,
- Browse adult sites,
- Offend people.



NOT CHANGING OFTEN YOUR PASSWORD.

Do not change your password often you risk that someone could steal our digital identity.

It's a bit like when our house keys are stolen, the first thing we do is change the lock.

You have to create a different password for each account, better if very long and difficult.

If it is possible to enable 2 (two) step verification where, for example, in addition to 

username and password, a second authentication step is required.

Ex: Facebook.



When we receive a message or email that we have won a prize, perhaps it is better not to open it because most of the time we are asked for 

personal information or when the message is opened a virus enters our system.

One of the most frequent problems is that of scam advertising, the maximum expression of which is the sudden appearance of a web page or 

pop-up that warms the user that he has won, with a variable message that can be "congratulations, you won", or "you have been selected", or 

"congratulations, you are the millionth visitor", or "you have won a iphone or a samsung galaxy", even if he does not write our name, he can 

understand where we are connected from, with which internet provider, with what type of computer or smartphone, with which browser and 

from which search engine.

The worst part is that they often have a button to press to redeem the reward which can lead to talking a survey, filling in personal data.

They are just scams!!!



Pop-ups are windows that open by themselves while browsing the internet.

Opening a pop-up window is not inherently dangerous, just don't click on it.

It's time to install a program (software) antivirus.

However, there are some programs that have internal pop-up blockers.



Privacy settings: on social networks we share textual content, images, video and 
audio.

In this space it is necessary to respect the rules and the privacy of all, considering
the fact that, throught the use of these tools, the individual often involuntarily

sacrifices his own confidentiality to provide information about himself.



People you know online:

Meeting people online has never been easier and within everyone's reach.

From online dating apps to social media to popular forums, millions of people make friends and 

relationships through the internet on a regular basis.

But what are the risks?

A constant fear on dating apps is chatting with fake or lying profiles about their relationship

status.

You have to try to verify who you chat with so don't give any person the friendship and don't ask

for it.



COOKIES

Whether we are simple users or have a website, it is possible

that we miss some important aspect about these small text files.



No, because I follow all and at least most of the rules to keep when browsing online.

To secure our online practices:

- Limit and maintain a professional level of personal information,

- Continue to use the privacy settings,

- Navigate safely,

- Make sure your internet connection is secure,

- Pay attention to what you download,

- Choose conplex passwords,

- Shop online from secure sites,

- Pay attention to what you post.


